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s many disciplines as possible shomld be used.. in the
aching of Indian Studies. In particular; creative literatLfte adds
other dimension, to the understanding cf Indian culture and the
istOrf of Indian-white relations when it is used in con junction with

historical and anthropological maiterial. The serious student should
read historical novels because they communicate an understaAtng of
Indians as huian beings and'an appreciation for Indian culture, and
they fill the gap'left by the Indians' lack cf written language. For
example; there are available fine anthropological and historical
overviews of Apache life. However, historical novels such as well
Comfort's "Apache ". Elliott Arnold's "Blood Brother" and "Camp Grant
Massacre", and James Olson's "Ulzana", which have resultfd from' long
research and study and contain much accurate informationcon Apache
culture e-and history, can serve as excellent supplements tc more
standard instructional material. In general, the historical novel can
provide insight, understanding, and'a third dimension tc anthropology
and` history by providing points of reference, giving epecifi:
examples, establishing integrity, by portraying reality, providing
sYnthesis,, serving-a a source of motivation, aiding the
interpretation of controversial subjects, expanding the audience o
Indian history, and stimulating. research. (SB)
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--. the recort meeting of the Organization of American Historians

140($151, on Apr(1 9, 1976, Profosior Calvin Martin frowiLutgers

University elivered a paper titled- Ethnohisteryi A Better Way Vto Wzita

Indian His histabstrAct he declar di

The writing of American Indian history has oftentimes been undistin-
guished . because most of us, Are embarrassingly ignorant of the,
anthropological literaP'ure on our Indian subjects. Histories of
Indian and white relation would be considerably more satisfactory if
they were more informed ethnologically and ethnographically. Cultural,
Anthropology and its subdisciplin . . have much to offor'the
historian of the Native American.-

Probably few Indian scholars would "disagree with his point.

My..CotiCern in this paper is not se much with the writing Indian

history as 14' is With the understanding d teaching of that subject.

both instintces, however, there is surely a necessity to utilise ty

academic disciplines in Indian studies as can contribute something. Moat

teachers and students recognise that nnthropoloRy provides one dimension and

history another. !n general anthropologists tend to use deductive methods

and give most attention to cultural, history while historians tend to

inductive methods and emphasize Indian-white relations. The contention

this paper is that, creative literature can provide invaluable third

distension. When properly used in conjunction with the other two disciplin.s,

contributes toward a better understanding of- Indiann-cUlture4 past

The popular images of Indians,-r Igardless of hOW incorrect the images,

may be, have bean fixed more by fiction, written and audio-visual- than by



the works of anthropolegistd and- h o Jana. Most; Anthropolog Ara Am&

historians e about Indians do Utilize the works of echolave in the

other discipl but few of them acknow1Pdga tha-c-ast1ve literary vor

in their bibliographies or suggested readings.
2

The Apaches were selected to serve as an example paper because

the paper being read in Apacheriap the topic

atiefactori y4 and there are as many plod novels. about Apache and one

-enou to servo

should-add Probably more bad on s) than about any other regional Indian

group. C. L. Sonnichsen provided an insightful evaluation of much popular

fiction about Apaches in his, article, "The Ambivalent Apache," in Western

,

American_ Literature (August 1975).
3 Nb effort made he o,duplicate

that study.

One thing becomes clear in the study of literature about any.

Indians; novels, just as historical and anthropological studies, -are not

equal value. Many are f d with old stereotypes, good and bad, and.othors

creare,new stereotypes, of'which nay, distort out understanding of reality

instead of contribute toward better understanding. S 11, there 15 A body

of-historical literature abdut Indians,

student cannot afford to dismiss simply because it is fiction. Vine Deloria

including Apaches, that thefserious

Jr., declared in Custer Died for Your Sins: An. I d i an Manifesto that a

novels have done the best Job of -ommunicating tiat he called "the intangible

sense of reality that pervades the India people "
4

4 'Th4 student 0; Indians, by supplementing.historical and anthropological

studies With a select group og fictional ngs, nay gain that importaoc

third dimension. These novels, sometimes breaking away from the stereotypes,

communicate an understanding of Vdkans as human beings who, like all peopl

haveboth virtues acid vices. Likewise these novels_communicate_an appreciation'

.for,/ndian civilizations which/ like all civilizatiOns, have complex- t

.tional'networka, high ideals to 'seek and practical realitiOs to:frustrate-



th merit d cultural nehievem rtch heritages to insti

3

pfide aid- respect. These novels illustrate the difficulties, fruderations,

aberrations, and destruction which resulted when the impact of alien

fluences forced adjustments for individuals as well ,for entire tribal

group

condition* It should also be notes' that the history of American India

The fiction can help fit .ethnic studies into the universal human

filled as it, is with tilgles'and tragedies, lends, itself

ingredient of all good literature -- conflict.

Novel

'the ma

important tcrIndian studies because the Indians had no

written history. Thus anthropologists -d,histo larks, limited by the,

_standards of their disciplines, have '.peen unable to document, except

1 .

through remnants of the /oral- which Indians have often been

reluctant to,.divulge, the thoughts' and feelings of Individual natives.

These-discipilnes have been able to document the physical aspects of

Indian cultsite (such as dwellings, clothing, foods, tools, and weapons),

the soot 1 and political institutions (such as families'', etleii clans,

tribes), cultural highlight (including religion,i music, folklore,

and ceremoni other things (including.languages ,migrations, and

-_Vices), But because they have Indian diaries, journals, or letters

these scholars of early Indians areA. rtually unable to convey, beyond,

reluctant 1 ited speculation, what went on in the minds Of individual

Indians the conversations which occurred within families and surall groups.

Because the empathetic artist ,an

of the personal lives Of..native Americans, historical fiction may be more

reate believable and insightful accounts

significant to the study of American Indians than any-other ethnic group in

society.

Thus udents. of Indian,p lstory an culture,wou d do well to heed



the-words of

Historian" that "h

W fluor, who doclarod in an article " "Literature and th

inns onetime forget that they have no monopoly An

their, own field of Study. reading public, perhaps unfert ly, has a

preference for amateurs over prefessior4,1S, and outsiders over academi

Still, ho d' that this is no aIways unfortunate; sometimee 4 _

ature'

has "answ ed a definite need which historians had been unable or unwilling

to satisfy.' Pointing Out that historical novels based on solid research

do provide '" "insight end knowledge," he declared that these works. may be

near the historical truth as the work -f professional historian

hiatori have usually, regarded the historical novel as unfair

and have, not, on the whole, taken it seriously.' His conclusion was brief

d to'the points "history and literature need each ether.
5

With regard

Even so

i

ndian studiei the same conclusion should include anthropology.
-

Students seeking sto know the Apaches, their history need to Study

the works of anthropelogistt, such as Morris. E. Upler, Keith H. Basso, Harry

Hoijer, Grenvll'le Goodwin, James and Delores Guhnerson, and ethers,

historians, such as frandis Lockwood, Diiin Thrapp, C. L. Sonnichsen, Jack

D. Forbes, Moorhead., Odie B. Faulk, and others. They would, benefit from

the historical ,novels Of Elliott Arpold, Wi 1- L, Comfort, s R. Olson,.

PAUL Horgan, Reuben Bercovitch, Edwin Corle, Logan Forster, end Paul.Wellm

If one included the linguistically tFelated Navajos, the list in each case could:

,be expanded. Some examples of each of the three dimensions will 'be presented,

fold d-by some genera zations about the contributions f historical novels .

to Indian studios
4

Among anthropological wr ings on the Apaches, the orkS of !.lorris

°pier rank high. His, APaPhe_Lif he Econo ,

nd Relig122
6

ingtitstizvire-uaindians.(1941) is a'thorough study of customs

,which fulfills his goal,"to,show how a person becomes a Chiricahua as well,



life cycle as callectedIr

f the ChiriCahu This fine study

intormants ailing much about th the "a

he novelist

their endeavors to portray the roalities Of Chiricahua life, particui

Elliott Arnold's 8 ood fl- other (1950).and James Olsolios i1lz4114,(1973),

Little of the information in'Apeche Life-Way:is tied to Individuals,

but the general characteristics of many facets of life are xplained, the

_
served" some, of

Za

in

y

life oS the child is shown as a preparation for adult roles'

on training, discipline, bilateral kinship connections, and home. life& .The

importance of puberty in-the maturation of both boys and gi ls into men and
0

women is explained. The girl% puberty rite ceremony js det_iled asAs the

.prepar-tion of the hey fpr raiding and warfare, The s ialirela

and women, including courtship, lover, marriage,
e

sexual activities, ma ocal

, residence, and mother -in -law taboo, are tied to the impor c of obi ga iOria

eac had to relatives and th 'people. Religious beliefs,
; -

rituals of the Mountain Spirit dancers are described. Oth topics include
1

remonios,,and '

housing; clothing, warfare, foods; industries, recreation lead political

structures.- The end of life with a lookoat bUtlal and morning customs

complete this overview of the life

There are ether 'anthopolo -1 writings the stud

a recent collection of p,shoUld-oOnault. These include

of the Apaches

edited by

Keith )ipso and Op7er, A . _che. Culture H to d Ethn

Elasso's\4esterh.Aoache Witchctat t (196) y Hoijer's

Mee rmilssIspects (1 938), Charles R

(1957) -Grenville Goodwin's We- a-

au

and

4!he Clan System

and Warfare (1971). and



hropo_ ists 'proVide mug

Students of Indian history often feel set

eneral informat

6

bout culture-, but

In strange waters without

la-arks because so little tied to time, plAge and identified individual

Sometimes the general come ions seem based on extremely limited hard,

evidence. Even,so, anthropological. studi _ preVide an important dimension

and' as Martin argued in the opening quotation in this Pe -they "have

much to offer the historian." It is one'ef the perspectives from which

students and teichers Should view Indi t has e meaning when

another dimension is Added.

.t
There Srevelamy hi torical:studies about Apaches. A standard over-A.

!new ,account is Frank,Lockwood's Apache Indianaki(le38). It is a good place
,

for.the student to begin before, moving into more specialized studies. Lock.'

wood did not overcome the white racist views about Apaches prevalent in his
- 414,

generation, and-his studyvoncentrates on warfareOin which Apaches were the

problems. He briefly Summarized life and culture in a chapter titled

"Primitive Apache."

The Apaches were de cribecFas fine physical specimens, "capable of

.extraordinary activitY .11d endurance d possessed og "su me' tal

7
qualities:" Toward their 04n peopltr they maintained A'high moral cede

honest, loyal, d sharing. Yet 4heY---
.

-e declared to be cruel and

savage.And to consider all aliens as - endmies. LoCkwood,also described the

wickiup, eating habits, industries, Ceremonies,%failily life, and.practic

of wary. put his i)cetchy details on culture .need to be supplemented with the',

works o -the-anthropologists.
-7-

-tracedre-1st ions--between -Apache's atd European- invaders

His book was -st on the-Anglo erk, ;A more recent and

study,of European impact on-Apachei and other s of the Southwest



and in Ed'
#

BnA_tligjlijt=ed es h

7

C x)f S Mwicoa

h South

of hib interehting_conclusions that the Europe

brought major changes, stimulating the Apach

.16o (1962). One

oduction of 'livestock

develop a raiding economy.

Thri' raids were directed primarily toward ono taking of livestock, not
toward killing, and especially not toward driving out the White men.
The relationship was a symbiotic one in which it was to the interest of
the raiders to maintain their= source of -supply, in other .words to keep
.the Whites In a position to supplythem with horses, sheep, and cattle.8

The most comprehensive history' of the Apache wars is Darn. I., ThrapP,

TheCOnauqateljapAttEla (1967), which provides an overview and, introduces.

the main characters, Indian and wilite, In a well researched study. Other

ttiStoricai studies of Apaches which students will find helpful include,

Thrapps other books, Al S eber: Chief of Scouts (1964), General crook and

the ,err Madre Adventure, (1972), Juh incredible Indian (1973), asrti

Vic -br A- chea (1970; Jack D. .Forbes, Apacheo Navilo said

1960?; Max L, Mobtkhead, IhtARACLIIEasTIItE (1908); Ralph.ii. Ogle,

Federal Control of trio Western Apaches, 1848-1886 (1940); C., I- Sortnichsen,
J

The JiescaleroApachea 09;81 Eve' Ball, In_ the Days_of__Vicsorie (1970); Odie
! . . ..

E. Faulk, The 0_e-_onimo Campaigm- (1 969) , John U. Terrell, Apache Chrbnicle
--;

and others far too numero to mention here.,

tateda,the tw

and history. -may. be given tv,third dimension thro sg,h literature.. For parposes

d mansions of Apaches provIded b -h -pology

-of,' illustration, four historical novels e considered and ethers are

mentioned. Each one considered concerns an actual Apache leederand the

alter)! Indian white. re let ions
_

nd in each

r =exam les

and m ch-ae tiFitiormation on ApaChe

.Indian

historical novel, for which'

s thah'the Apaches, are thowin

story (the finest.exf ctiortal character



date being .Jack Crabb in Thomas Berge The

gRaWLAWE21:4256a12111Lt:tte Comfo Apache

which deals with Menges Coloradas, Elliott Arnold's Blood Brother

(1959) which conside's ,Cochise, James Uls :!1_1zna (1974), a,fictionel

ifo of that Chiricahua, and Arnold's brand Cri...1aSEPSLL-----41iss"" (1976)

which includes the Araval,Pa leader Eski inzin.
4

Comfort Apache was a carefully researched, and faithful account

'Menges Colorades,°c. 1790 -1863, and his struggle to keep the Apache way in

the faCe of Mexican and Anglc invasion of southwestern Newl4exico. Comfort.

narrated the childhood and early mahhood of Mange* and assessed the strengths

Weaknesses of this physigal and political giant among his people, His

ily lifp- *kills as rarritrs relations with Cochise and

leaders, and his talents and -4 a political keader, were

het Apache .

sented.

His weaknesses, such as his detire't- marry a Mexican girl,__Were include .

The infamous massacre at the Santa Copper- Mine was portraYed as the

tragedy it was, and Mangas'n brilliantly executed and successful allation.

was detailed.

The problems his people -faced because of. invaders,. especially the.

After years of fletting, when he. wasminers, wejghed heavily on Man

least seventy years of

He gas himself up, but mi

Held as a prisoner, M-
4

he determined-to make peace with the whites,

tary leader:s mated- this powerful Apache.

awakened the rilg.IT by soldiers who poked

him with hot-bayonets. When thp old m
4 .

-ied to get up he was shot - several

The novelwes authentic in most deter

Comfort utilized historical sourc

theApache (1e68). Accerding to historian Ray Br

s, such

ls, so 'far aS the kriewn.

John e. Cr onY's Life _Amonc



a bi graph, Hof Nangas Coloradas, "Cemfobt.not only pierced the warrior's

character, but he reflected a deep sensltMity to- the nature and character

of the Apache Indians." Brandes conFluded that th dialogue in the _hovel_

nit proved, yet it con veyi the real sense of Apache 'Lif° a

Coal-age von more of a legend' than limIgas.Coloradas

of Arnold's,Blood Brother,

cahud leader and. the wyte m

and blood brother.

was the subject

based an the true story of the famous
Cr gm.

Jeffords, who became the Apachews friend

The novel considers approximately the last twent

gas born about 1815 and-died in-1574. Until 1561 Cochise

f C ohisois'

friendly toward Anglos, althou h his,Chiricahuas had long, raided. the

'settlements. rite book explein t`bout-he rife of the Chlricahuas and the

people close torCochise, especially hid wives, brothers, and sons.
. /

When the Gadsden Purchase brought these people ct southern Arizona

an

into the United tate , Cochisia determined to follow a policy ,.of peace toward

the los. Other Chiricahuas, such as Geronimo, chose a different do d.

Cochis a 'faithful to his decision until 1861 when his people were us.ed

of a'cr me they -did not commit and eager and misinformed y Ling 411 tarY

fficer hanged so fte -Of Cochise's family in retaliation. Then Cochis,e and

his people tobice the pledge to fight the Ame-icans, and the fo_

perhaps the bloodiest inthe'SouthWest.

Tol7Jeffords, whose background and interest in.Indians was

by Arnold, became the key to peace with the Chiricahaaleader---

ink decade

k tehed

Jeffords took General 0. 0. Howard- to Cochi- and a- peace agreement was

0 isr

reached whereby the Chiricahuas $fete:granted a re4ery tion in their homeland;

The trials of reservation lifeyere'also shown,. and: the book ended With the



k,
, ... .Arnold explained that the love 'interests Top

one with a white gib .-he..rescued E

affords rte h

attacked wagon train and the

other with a ,beautiful Chiricahua maiden (whom he also

were purely fictitious. They di d help Arnold develop his

tied in this St0

Ty and the

character of Jeffords. Jeffords close relati9nship with the Indian girl,

Horning Star, provided the author the opportunity to present

Apache customs and beliefs.

Blood ar her was beautiful d

cure es well as good history; it provided f ac ue

Indian -white Otions in, early Arizona TeVri

who was, respected as great warrior and 1

Chief

e about

A

st&y. It was good 1

Insight into Apache

Y.

:era-

fe,

and. the l it fe dE an Indian

ader by his people and feared 'as the

the most effective warrior society an ng Southwastern Indians.

01 fula is another fictional biography based on,\f lire years

of research.

example Geo

-Olson gave the Ame in his story fictional names, for

e Crook is called James Harrison, kut used real names for the

Indian characters. Ulzana and his brother Chihushba-were

appear in hisEorical studies. Olson included informative

clear thatX0pleris Ap ache

their n

hiricahuas and

descriptions of Apache daily life, d it is

1..ife4lav, was his maf or source:

The novel begins with Ulzana's birth in

Arizona. During childhood he learned about the spirt

Child of Water who mac:3' the earth safe and

people sthei ceremonies they

The boy fathe

southeastern.

Facially

rite Painted W

to practice. -to remain set- g

;filled on a raid in 1850; his Mothe

father** brother. The boy beg

eight ,years.old. He'served as

esixteen .and thereafter was at accomplished

training to become a wart

apprentice on E

the battles of. Dragoon 4pringt and Apache

gave the

married his

-hen he waS

alder. ,01.son .had.-Ulzana.at

ost his stepfather and



and grandfather he Matter engagement kind ther

'killed ,,when their.villagc was attacked. Ulzana raided constantly, for

11

his mother was

supplles -k llgd to avenge th* d aths of his family; and fought' or the

rvival of his people.

Ulzana todieu wife when he was 26 and fathered a

h the settlement with Cochis

_AW,the Chiricahuas moved co San

cted te-become farmers. Ulzana _

son. Peace came

102, but the .death of Cochise two years

rfamilY facin

Victor

- withod

©.. He was dismissed. from the se

success.' In the 18801 Ulzana

tarvation

Carlos Resery

led but nothing

cis

he be ame a scout for to Irmy

where they were

uldigrow. with his

4
irk the search: ;for'

ice and cried again t

escaped fr

farm, agaiin

Caxios and went to

ico with a large party of Apaches. Squabbles. among leaders caused the'm

to spl
. .

.----
.

.

'Into .smaller grpupi; ViZana ayetrWith his b her Chihuahua and
..,

raided in Mexico and Arizona:- They Surrendered to

e4 to San Carlos.

d A ain.

Ulna

1 Hariscin (Crook
\

Later, through Geronno'sjnfluence 1.11zana

sent by Chihuahua to lead a party of cwelVe
N.

Ar (izdne t0 attempt to.arrange a new'.tuce With GeneralHar

Carlos. they mere

back

_ison. Near San

'tacked in_campi and they cried is return to Mexico,

ding as)they went.-;-In seven weeks the'y covered

east 240 horses and mules-,:andiciPled 3$ eopl

_

thib .Bar:Cy had been to arrange surrender,lit becan

Later Illzana,surrendered with Geronimo 1 The

boarding the train that would take them

epilegue.01 on-explained that Ulzina w

in 1894, 'and he'ci4d'Jthere in 1909;

y

prison,.

too aced

9 F 1.400 miles, stole

though the intent of

known as Ulennes-yaid.

:ds -ith'ehe-Apaches

Florida;_,

t F Oklahoma,

4_4 =that ..*ntratt.444.1.14.f....t. tifitsTki



closely,. one might argue that

DipPle declared in

12

not good 1 terature, _ iii= tact lirlan'W

review that, as literature, .the` book hould.never have .

been published.- ° But. fo the aoCurate

culture and the characters around Ulzana, as.well as

Insight

worthy book for ,the student of the Chiricahuas4

The infamous, Camp Grant Massacre of 1871

fiction and non-fiction, but by far the most

of the. causes found In Arnold's latest nova

vldes into Apache'

liana himself, It

ienea in many

explanat ion

Like hia slier Blood.

Brother, the Camp Grant Massacre concintrated on Indian-Whit

providing informatioh laboutthe Apaches.in.th pro 'The bookwas

. ,

carefully researched,- and Arnold used everyohe .real "name., The result
. %.

a sound hAstericatnovel which, incidentally, could-easily be-made into a
. .

tine moving 'picture..

As one =would xpeCti Much of -the narrative in Camp Grant -sacre

devoted to the-people of,Tucson and their attitudes toward the Apaches

Jittery leaders, especiallyLt..Royal Whitman who commanded- at Camp Grant

and brought the Aravaipa band underlthe leader Esk minzln into camp nearby,

undergo considerable evaluation. The authentidity:Af the volume is enhanced.

- A

by the use,ef qUotations fr 'Tucson newspapers and Official military reports,

and orders, Each of, the characters is developed through thoughtt, words, and

act ions rather athan descr i_pt ion . Arnold's creativity found in the thoughts -

,and conversations which could never be documented; The,- result` Is a powerful.

nov-el-about..a terrible t :gedy that was a classical - example la., one could

See what was going to happen but, there Was nothing that could be done

the inevitable conclusion.

Although, the whites

Whitman and the reader re

prevent

Territory lived ihfear_of the Apaches';',

urprised to learn that the Apaches lived in



lives

ns of Tucson opposed feeding those Indian
_coups -continued

aid.- When it was learned that the encampment-near
Damp-Orant had been

dlby Lt. Whitman, a group of citizens. made plans to destioy-le.'

had worked hard to earn the trust of.Etklminzin onlyt0 have,. it

draut-by a mob that was comprised of 94 Pipago lndiais

-.Of the 125 Apaches killed

blest

surviving Aravaipfas were*Onned beyond comprehen_ On. 'Nothing
4

about the massacre, but Eskimin.zin stayed and trusted Whitman When
.scouting party

e of-soldiers, from another military post, rarrrenteTI some of fhe-
Ci4rant rivors and attacked rhem Eskiminzin realized thdt- his people

could hot remain at.peace without being exterminated.- They returned to the

warpath. One serous attempt -to find an alternative to war are had failed.,

BaeauS the liVes of Menges coloradasi-cochi_

:overlapped, the.nov

Uizana -and Eikimintin_

as do historical' work* corroborate each Other.

Without historical novels, sfudente ofApaches- would search long and

hard to find allothe information presented. by three Conscientious artists-

who kn rtheir Indians. Such novels should be used to supplement anthropolog

and historical studies. Other novels about Apaches and warfare

Apaches AndAWhites that might shed additional light are Paul Horg

en

PIstani_TrUmt,

Paul Welaman's BroncholApache, o Pocater's Proud Land,

Reuben Rercovitch s'Odette, and others.

These are sufficient examples pn which to base sbme general .1`

4observations about the relationship of historical' novels
(

,I hasten to acknowledge as others hive Observed, that literature is not

Indian studies.

history, but it can be historical. Sometimes it, can tell' us more about what

Delorla called "the intangible sense of eality-rhat 'pervades the Indian

Personally, I. prefer to find history'and anthropology in'the



The authentic historical mia, the type of Indian literature that

s been identifed in this paper can be of aid to Students-of Indians. In

addition to insight and understanding, these novels can heipprovide a third

dimenaiontOanthropology and. history. by -providing points of reference, giving

sPecific.examplea, establishingintegrity portraying reality,l_providing

syntheses, serving-as sources of motivation, aiding interpretation of:-

controversial subjeCtsi expanding the audience ofandian history, and

stimulating research. Each of thede points requires brief elahoration.,

A:worthy novel can serve as -a point or reference. -It-ia an aid to

memory'becaueethe fictional charactees'andtheplothelp to eatabliSh

points of reference that assist In recalling TUrther details. For example,

to recaII,Jeffordie fictional Indian wife, Morrling Star, la, to remember at-

.

the sake time much about marriage customs, family relationahi0s, and other
,

details of Apache daily life. Details of the Camp.,Grant tragedy are more

easily recalled when tied with the fictional:thoughta-and conversations_

of major participants Eskiminzin, It. .Whitman, Bill Cry., -Don Jesus Elfar

and others).

Historical novels can, just as scholarly studies.,. providwexaMples

illustratiwof Indian 'culture and history. We know, for example, from

anthropological and historical accounts about the general training of an

Apache youth for.i life of-hunting; raiding, and warfare but to see.such

examples as.the fictional early years of Manges Coloradas or Diva tikes-

such practices'in the mind of a student in a way that cannot be acamplished

an overview. This results becauae one is. able to trace the. development

aa'the skills e learned and then to see-them utilized by the adult example;._

Most of usrekt a one good example more meaningful. than generalitatiOns.

ng on the possibilities of-the novel as example., it is



ible t0 create artistic x' IenC -which has in ~it the refill 0

ruth f fiction can Stablish. integrity. Possib natandes,

reality -can be most-accurately portrayed in a fictional accoun The same
A

truth might be,obt ined by the- anthropologist or historian

proce of gathering,- selecting,comParjng

until A 'conclusion was reached, but this, would se-

perlmentat

discarding, and Comparingegain

c ants that:the scholar,does not have.-

-such process (which,occurs in the-imagination) can approach tru th.

discussions motives, involving the thinking of a person Which

recorded anyplace, are more easily established in-:good Lc

than the limited disciplines of professionals.

Hest

IS not

ion

In most novels mentioned there are valid charac_

Some have argued that- only through a novel

ders and acharacter, for only the noveli

amine deepest -The novel can :Cra.
a place, for a time-for a ay of life, and rhos feelings can portray..

reality at least as successfully as canhls ry or anthropology. shoutd

be noted that noveli

ate a feeling fdr_individuals,_

th -the sekua_ aspects of human' nature whil

many scholars tend- to ignore them, considering them either too delicate or

beyond docUmentatien Thue ha novel, despite the overem is some writers

devote to 'sex,"presents a more realistic view of men and women than m

Scholarly account

.

Just novels provide examples, they may. also present syntheses of

an era or Seri of events; proving a

n 1 'mentionecrprovide both examp

ngful overview. Most of the'

d synthes is They synthesize, the

Apache reactions ciEuropean encroachment-s-,,Apscheult a

customs, struggles to etain, the eld,way of life in the face new condit_

!t



must 'be emphasized.again'that-ti

aciuilarly accounts :but may 6 used to suppleMent them.

enovels c et roplace the

A major function of the novel'to the` student of the

from the perspective of teacher, is that it can serve As

ndian viewed

otivatton to
0

study history and anthropology._ Good novels are pleasurable devices by ;whist

Young and old can become interested. in specific topic :APaChe,can send' one

Apache marriage
-,,searchtng for more mate

customs, methods of

al. on theSantallita-Hassac

and the, death Of Mangasc, ItalcAlmegraWMassa
timulate an interest in Tucson Politics -I itary perations. in Anion

Territory", Eakiminsin, and related topics. The novel can be Used.to.mctiVate-

students who have come :,to believe that scholarly studies are :dull and lifeless.
There is one must be ,warned, danger that,- i the novel has too much sparkle,

and too little'authentiCity, it may make he'situation worse; the- student

will find scholarly, studies more dull

vet canmotiveite.historical investigations._

ope ly used the

wh.class on the:Indian

teal novel ab
in American History, the'readIng of at least

Indians has become a course requireient.--

BacaUse tne creations of historical novelists are not founded solely

on dOcumentary evidence; but on considerable imagination, they can suggest

scholars.
interpretatiohs that ar plausable and deserve the attention of h

There is'a.hiah degree electivity in all; nthropological --d.histo iCal

presentations.

angeof interpretation 'Thus the novelist can-

The novelist has an ,expanded range of selectivity which exti s:,

t, albeit thr u

spoCulatiOn, on difficult quostipns. Why did the Apaches resist the occupation
ofQth ir hnmelgnds.so fiercely? What qualities produced such leade easIganges

Coloradan and Cochise? Why.did a group of citizens takethe_lawAntothekr,.7--_ _ _ _ --=

own hands and. "attack a disarmed indian'village? One should be cautious, but

needi to'be'emphasized that imagination, which is often'mo're.eVident in



sire than scholarly

novel c

counts, is a vitals
0

ref:tient-to

The literary approach -to Ind Ian studieS earl expand the audience. The

be of valuT,to the beginner with no background lnd to the informed,

student seeking *additions insight. The fine artsar somewhat utique in

.
fulfilling such a duel role. iiistoric liter ry treatment is u y broad

enough in audience appeal tO'include those riot oriented to the scholarly

-.approach and yet putt no rea

In fact,the literature e our.ages the, letter. The flexib lit.y of th e novels

e examples They may be- d 4s adventure Storle

tinglypkAihg,_11L facts of Iqdian

obstruc In.the Way of scholarly pursuits. .'

.

considerelin this pa

with` the reader

vitarious_participation'; They may be read 'for the good ste swell

conscious. effort to gather betl'erhistorTcal,understanding of the Apaches,

Indian wars,''.military leaders, and'oth'Ors.

stimulus to serious

They may be read Orimarily,as

investigstion.Of the various possibilitie

In this ay the novels the eipansi.on of the audience of Indian

studies..

IndonnectIon with motivation, interpretation .and the other attributes

identi ied, the novels can stimulate historical esearch. The novel can send

the historian an anthropologist seeking documentation to support or efutp

-the novelist product. 'in many ways the novels :can be considered

lenge to the serious student

carefully rose

disciplines of

those discipline

f Indians. 'If: in this, they result In more

ether valuable aid to the
A

ched studies, they haveserved

nthropology and .history and. confirmed the conclusion that`'

dliterature do need each other.. each'. provides a

di-elision of Indian h story,andculture and Indian -white relations which

°implements -the=ethei-tw

ther Indians in three. dimensions.

tudents-cmx---&-e-leApachesam
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